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ABSTRACT. Thedy has introduced the subject of rings which satisfy the iden-

tity

(I) (R,(R,R,R)) = 0,

where the commutator is defined by (a, 6) = ab — ba, and the associator is

defined by (a,b,c) = ab ■ c — a ■ be and which satisfy one additional identity

such as (x,x,x) = 0. Assuming characteristic ^ 2 and simplicity, Thedy's

result is that such a ring R must be either commutative or associative. Thedy

also showed that simplicity could not be relaxed to prime by presenting some

examples which axe neither associative nor commutative. We show here that

the additional identity assumed by Thedy is in fact unnecessary for we show

that if R is simple, characteristic / 2,3 and satisfies (I) then R must be either

commutative or associative.

1. Introduction. Thedy has introduced the subject of rings which satisfy the

identity

(I) (R,(R,R,R))=0

where the commutator is defined by (a, b) = ab—ba, and the associator is defined by

(a,b,c) = abc — abc and which satisfy one additional identity such as (x, x, x) = 0.

Assuming characteristic ^ 2 and simplicity, Thedy's result is that such a ring R

must be either commutative or associative. Thedy also showed that simplicity could

not be relaxed to prime by presenting some examples which are neither associative

nor commutative. We show here that the additional identity assumed by Thedy

is in fact unnecessary for we show that if R is simple, characteristic ^ 2,3 and

satisfies (I) then R must be either commutative or associative.

2. Main result. In every ring the so-called semi-Jacobi identity

(1) {xy, z) = x(y, z) + (x, z)y + (x, y, z) + (z, x, y) - (x, z, y),

is known to hold. One need only expand the right-hand side of (1) and cancel

terms to verify this. Next define t/ = {ue R\(u,R) = 0}. U is often called the

commutative center of R. Then define V = {v € U\vR C U}.

LEMMA.  V is an ideal on R.

PROOF. Since V C U it suffices to show V is a right ideal. Let v eV. Then for

all r,s € R, vr € Í7 follows from the definition of V. Since (I) implies (v, r,s) € U

and vr ■ s — (v,r,s) + v ■ rs € U, it follows that vr 6 V. This concludes the proof

of the lemma.
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Assume henceforth that R is not commutative. Hence V ^ R. Since R is simple

then because of the lemma we are reduced to the case where V = 0. In every ring

we have the so-called Teichmuller identity.

(2) (wx, y, z) - (w, xy, z) + (w, x, yz) = w(x, y, z) + (w, x, y)z.

The proof follows from expanding each side and using the definition of the associ-

ator. Commuting each term in (2) with r and using (I) results in (r,w(x,y,z)) +

(r,(w,x,y)z) = 0, so that (r,w(x,y,z)) = -(r,(w,x,y)z) = -(r,z(w,x,y)) using

(I). By permuting cyclically (wzyx) thus

(3) (r, w(x, y, z)) = -(r, z(w, x, y)) = (r, y(z, w, x)) = -(r, x(y, z, w)).

Suppose that a is an arbitrary associator of R. Let y = x and z = a in (1) and use

(I). Thus (x2, a) = x(x,a) + (x, a)x + (x, x, a) + (a,x, x) — (x,a, x), so that

(4) (x, x,a) + (a,x,x) — (x,a,x) = 0.

Multiplying the terms in (4) on the left by x and commuting with z we obtain

(5) (z, x(x, x, a) + x(a, x, x) — x(x, a, x)) = 0.

Using (3) on (5) we discover that — (z, a(x, x, x)) — (z, a(x, x, x)) — (z, a(x, x, x)) = 0,

or — 3(z,a(x,x,x)) = 0. Thus (z,a(x,x,x)) = 0. Since a is an arbitrary associator

we may replace a by (b, c, d), so that

(6) (z, (b, c,d)(x,x, x)) — 0.

Then using (I) we obtain from (6) that

(7) (z,(x,x,x)(b,c,d))=0.

Applying (3) to (7) we obtain

(8) (z,b(c, d, (x,x,x))) = 0 = (z,c(d, (x,x,x),b)) = (z,d((x,x,x),b,c)).

But (8) and (I) prove that (c, d, (x, x, x)) 6 V, (d, (x, x, x), b) G V and ((x, x, x), b, c)

€ V. Since V = 0, (x, x,x) must be in the nucleus of R. This combined with (I)

proves that (x,x,x) is in the center of R. Next apply (3) to (z, x(x,x,x)). Thus

(2,x(x,x,x)) = —(z,x(x,x,x)). This leads to 2(z,x(x,x,x)) = 0, so that

(9) (z, x(x,x,x)) = 0.

Expanding (x(x, x, x), z) = 0 by using the semi-Jacobi identity we have

0 = x((x,x,x),2) + (x,z)(x,x,x) + (x,(x,x,x),z) + (z,x,(x,x,x)) - (x,z,(x,x,x)).

However (x, x, x) is in the center. Thus only one term survives and we obtain

(10) (x,z)(x,x,x) = 0.

Now let z = —x2 in (10). Since —(x, x2) = x2x — xx2 = (x, x, x) we obtain

(11) (x,x,x)2=0.

Let q — (x,x,x). Then q is a center element and now (11) implies q2 = 0. From

this it is well known that the ideal generated by q also squares to zero. If that ideal

were all of R, then R would be both commutative and associative. We have already

assumed that R is not commutative. Thus the ideal generated by q must be zero,

which in turn implies q — 0. So q = (x, x, x) = 0. This is the additional identity

that Thedy used in [21. Thus we have established the following result.
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MAIN THEOREM. A simple ring of characteristic ^2,3 which satisfies (I) must

be associative or commutative.

Of course commutative rings satisfy (I) and associative rings satisfy (I). Sim-

plicity can not be relaxed to prime in the main theorem without giving up the

conclusion because of Thedy's examples in [2]. Rings with associators in the nu-

cleus were studied in [1] and one needs only assume semiprime to show that such

rings are always associative [1].
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